
ESP Thinking about… 
Growth Mindset and Deliberate Practice 
Hello again from ESP headquarters.  Welcome to the fourth “ESP Thinking about…” update that 
will explain how learning and test performance are determined by your thinking process.  
Students that understand their thinking process always perform better academically - 
in any subject!  There are two related lines of research in human performance that will help you 
understand what can boost your thinking process.  One line of research by Carol Dweck at 
Stanford reveals a new way of thinking about intelligence referred to as the Growth Mindset 
(GM).  The second line of research by Anders Ericsson at FSU reveals that superior performance 
is not achieved from talent alone (although talent helps a little), but from a special approach to 
skill development called Deliberate Practice (DP).  Both of these concepts link your attitude 
together with your practice and, as you will see, both are under your control.   
 
When I first became aware of Carol Dweck’s GM research, I had already been working for over 
a decade successfully advising both passing and failing medical students on improving their test 
performance.  I found that when I taught a student the difference between how they learned 
compared to the way a high performing student learns, it usually fixed their problem.  I initially 
thought that this was because they were motivated to work harder.  However, I also learned 
from Dweck’s work that these high performing students used insight into how learning occurs 
in order to design the way they learned.  So, instead of working harder, they were working 
smarter.  Intelligence is the ability to work smarter, not just remembering facts.  This became a 
self-reinforcing cycle because improved test scores led to continued practicing of this new way 
of studying.  I also learned from a different line of research on expert skill development that 
this process of personalizing learning was called Deliberate Practice.  I had been using both the 
Growth Mindset and Deliberate Practice in my counseling, but finally I learned they had a name 
and that they were supported by evidence. 
 
If DP is the rudder that keeps your learning pointed in the right direction, then GM represents 
the sails that capture your energy to move you forward.  Warning #1: This is not an 
oversimplification!  If you don’t evaluate the way you learn and just default to the methods that 
got you into to med school, you will find that you are prepared for a type of exam question that 
is diminishing in importance.  I see this every year in at-risk students.  I also know that it doesn’t 
have to be true for anyone!  Warning #2:  Being qualified for admission to medical school does 
not guarantee that you are prepared for medical school exams! 
 
The GM is not like personality type which is a built-in behavior preference.  Instead, it is an 
awareness that your intelligence is not fixed at birth and that it can be increased.  The research 
evidence shows that the GM is not something you acquire by merely being told about it.  Dweck 
showed that dividing a class in half and instructing the GM half in how the brain processes 
information (as found in the ESP video2) significantly increases their academic performance! 
Both groups were matched with the same instructor teaching the same unit at the same time.   
 

https://www.ttuhsc.edu/medicine/medical-education/success-types/documents/primerdp.pdf
https://youtu.be/qg_1GNh7bNg


It is because of neuroplasticity, i.e., the ability of the brain to change its wiring and adapt its 
function, that we can understand how we can increase our intelligence.  GM students work 
harder because they know how it will pay off.  Even failure on a task or on a test is used by GM 
students as an opportunity to learn.  Those with the fixed mindset don’t think anything will help 
their intelligence so they read passively, over and over, and then they accept what comes on 
the exam as a measure of their intelligence. 
 
In addition to knowing how their brain processes information, the GM student also knows 
which step in processing information is the least developed for them.  They use DP to develop 
and strengthen any weakness they identify.  The “deliberate” in DP refers to consciously 
correcting a weakness.  So, it’s no longer about being smart but about being skilled!  And now 
we can answer the obvious question, “Why isn’t everybody using DP?”  The answer is that it is 
hard to motivate students to work at something that doesn’t come naturally.  Also, because DP 
is untested by the student, there is a fear of failure element.  In the next update, we will take a 
look at the misconception that there is an ideal personality type.   
 
Stay human! 
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